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AtsSTRA.CT

Three newr,second order band pass 'filters aïe presented. Two of them

are based on negative.impedance converter techniques:rvhich have one an-d trr/o

operational amplifiers in their realizations. The single anplifi et realLza-

tj.on has better characteristics than a cornparable sallen and Key type,

while the two-arnplifier realization is superior to conventional RC-Nrc

filters fron the sensitivity point of view. The third realízatton is a

versatile rnultiple feedback filter which exh'ibits inproved frequency res-

ponse, reasonable Q-sensitivities, capability of independent tuning of

t^to, Q and R.rr,'and wide dynamic range. Experinental results are provided

to support the viability of the proposed filters.
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CI-IAPTER, I

INTRODUCTION

Active RC filters r,rere first introduced in the thirties. Due to the

bulky size of vacuum tubes, however, they were of tittle practical use.

The situation changed dramatically in the advent of solid state conponents

in the late forties. Research and developnent efforts in active filters in

recent years have been influenced primarily by the progress and breakthroughs

in linear microelectronic circuit technology. The reduction of sizel weight,

pol{Ier consunption and an inc:rease in electronic syst,en r,e1i'abitity r¿1,s 1¡.

rnain factors for producing active filters in nicroelectronic form. Because

of the inexpensive price of active elernents (transistors and operational

arnplifiers), the addition of these elements in RC filters does not incre.ase

price significantly any longer. The application of active RC filters in

industry is common in many areas such. as consumer electronics, communication

syst.e.ns and precision instrurnents. The primary application of active RC

filters is at relatively low frequencies where inductors are not suitable

because of their bulky si,ze and low quality. with presentry available

commercial operational anplifiers the useful frequency is r.oughly from dc

to 500 kHz. Conpared to the more conventional LC filters, active RC filters

tend to'be smaller in si,ze arrd cheaper at }ower frequencies.

There are various active RC realizations of filters using operational

anplifiers. Because filters were sp.ecifically,designed,for diff.erent char-

acteristics such as sensitivity, component count, stability, frequency res-

ponse, dynamic range, gain, input and output inpedance, etc., they are

quile numerous. The purpose of this thesis is to investigate new types

of band pass filters with better sensitivity and frequency ïesponse char-

acteristics. Modern active nethrork synthesis started by using negative



ilnpedance conveïters:,âs â neturork'::elernent. These 'filter realizations proved

to be highly sensitive to'.element changes. The oth'er approaches ürere,proposecl

later, using inpedance inverters and converters, such as gyrators or Frequency

Dependent Negative Resistors. Until state variable filters were introduced,

rnany filters based or,-ïC-utplifier coefficient matching technique rì¡ere

reported. They all failed to neet some of the specifications in practical

fitters and ,are therefore special purpose types. State variable filters

proved to be the best but lacked frequency response. This thesis is an

attempt to circunvent 'some of the shortcomings in realizing band pass filters

discussed above. Chapter II reviews these ¡nethods of filter realizations,

while Chapter III introduces severai. new conf,igurations together with their

characteristics and includes sone experimental results.
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CHAPTER I.I

GENERAL FILTER DESIGN

Active RC filter design begins rvith the approximation of the specified

netlork transfer characteristic as a real rational transfer function in the cornplex

frequency variable s, in the form of

.3

T(s) =

n n-l
"rrt * an_ls + ... + als + ao

n-m-lbrs"' + b*_rs"' - + + bls + bo

1.A

T(s) = II T,(s)
j=l J

wherek=9 neven'¿

k = 
tll n odd. then T, is first order.2 "' ---', -..-" 'k -

ìrEach second order term has the f,orm

r, (s) =

n<n (2.L)

(2.2)

(2.s)'

where ¡n is the order of filter.

There are basically two approaches to filter design. In the direct realization

approach, the filter transfer function given in (2.1) is synthesized in a manner

similar to the passive filter synthesis using two ports. In the cascade realization

approach the filter is synthesized as a tanciem connection of second order filters.

The. transfer function T[s) in (2.L) can be decomposed into second order transfer

functions fr(s), tr(s) , tn(s)

K.
iJ

+R"jo

,rT-
where Oi = -ä ' toj =/Çlo

it'
2s+



The a. and b. for the network transfer function T(s) in (2.1) are real and hence
1l-

the poles and zeros of T(s) are either real or occur in complex conjugate pairs.

Since the poles of T(s) are.in the left half plane, the,$s'are all positive.

In other words, the denominator polynonial is strictly Hunvitz. 0n the other hand

the crs may assune any real value including negative and zero depending on the

location of the transmission zeros. The pairing of poles and zeros for the

optimiiation of certain design criteria is itself an interesting problem but

we shall assume that (2) and (3) are obtained. In general each block realizing

Tr nust be isolated from the ensuing block by neans of a buffer,amplifier. ThisI
implies an increase in the number of required amplifiers. However, easy access

to inexpensive active elernents, particularly operational amplif,iers, justifies

multi-anptifier design provided that inprovernent in performance is attainable.

In general, low sensitivities, easy tunability, high-Q realizability are prominent

features:ssociated with multi-amplifier configurations

. 2.I Realization techniques

There are several nethods ,f,or filter realizations. They include use of

.: .,r: sinulated inductance, frequency dependent negative resistor, RC-amplifier coef-
.'. .. ..'..'.' 

:

ficient matching technique, generalized inpedance converter, and state space
'.ta I -:.
:::: :.: ;nethOd.

2.L.I Simulated inductance olg)rrator filters

In this type of 'filter, the''transfer function is synthesized liy a rpassive

RLC network and then RC active netowrks sirnulating the inductors are embedded in

place of inductors in the original passive network. The gain is ahvays less

than uiity because of passivity of this kind of filter. The final design however

is not sinple. Since the output is taken from the passive neth:ork, a loading
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effect appears unless each section is perf'ectly:natched. Ïn general, two active

elemqnts are necessary for each inductance simulation. Gyrator filters are mainly

used in moderate-Q high order fj-Iter realizations. The complexity of design is

the same as in Þassive nlC designs and because of this sinilarity, the:sensitivities

are relatively 1ow. The required number of components is high and speci,ally in

a cascade tealízatíon number of active elements increases. Several circuits are

available for inductance sinulation. They are basically impedance inverters which

of course will have high frequency lirnitations due to the phase.shift in the active

elements. A typical of these circuits is Riordan gyrator [2] given in Fig.2.L..

Fig. 2.1 Riordan gyrator

The input impedance at the terminals 11, is approxinately that of an inductance

with a value of L = TfRsR+ C. The quality of this inductor is dependent on cir-
'R2

cuit paraneters, however with Rr=R, and trlRrC = 1, it is possible to obtain n'igh

quality inductor at low frequencies, but due to phase shift in the operational

amplifiers at high frequencies, subsequent instability ma,v result.
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2.I..2 Filters usíng.Frequency Dependent Negative Resistors

This type of filter is obtained by transforming the network comprisèd of

R, L,..and C to another network with C, R, and a new element D. This nerv elenent

is called Frequency Dependent Negative Resistor (FDNR) and has an input irnpedance

I
equal to =å. The transformation ís obtained by dividing the impedances by s, and

Ds'

then a resistor transfonns into a capacitor and an inductor transforms into a

resistor and the capacitor into D.

,A typical circui-t ::ealizing an FDNR is sh.own in Fig . 2.2.

Fig. 2.2 Circuit realízation. of an FENR

It can be shown that D in the above realization is given by

^ RzRacrcs
D = l#j provided that the operarional anplifiers are ideal

--5

A filter using FIJNRs rvorks best when alt the capacitors in the original network

are grounded, which in turn results in grounded FDÌ'iRs. Therefore,'this t pe

of filter reaTization is suitable for high order low pass filters. Floating

FDNRs are also realizable, but they are potentially unstable.



The conplexity of design is the same as that of gyrator filters. Cascade

tealization is rarely used because there would be more passive and active elements.

FDNR filters or in general positive inpedance converter (PIC) filters exhibit,the

same characteristics as gyïator filters. Brief1y, they have linited frequency

response and a limited Q. Sensitivities are lol, as well as the gain rvhich is 1ess

than unity. In addition they use a large number of passive components.

2.1.3 RC-Anplifier realization

There are a nunber of circuits composed of R, C, and operational amplifiers,

which realize general or special forms of transfer functions. The synthesis is

based on coefficient natching and pole-zero cancellation is usually necessary to

produce desired transfer function. Hence the number of components is high and for

the rnininal case, the number of capacitors used, is equal to the order of transfer

function. The nunber of amplifiers in these kinds of filters is important,and

canonic ty¡les are defined on that basis. A typical filter in this category, using

one OP-Amp, is thettïnfinite gain r:ealizationr filter, which is shor,in in Fig. 2.3.

Fíg. 2.3 Tnfinite gain realízation of a transfer-function



The voltage transfer function is given

a' vo Yzt
v. =--E--
, Yzt

,abwhere y), anð, Vi.- are the short circuit transfer

Nb. Figure 2.4 is the canonic realization of a

the above configuration.

by

(a)

Fig.2.5 RC-Gyrator
of a second

r2 A\
\. . a J

admittance of networks N and
a

second order band pass filter using

(b)

(b) realizations
fi 1ter.

Fig. 2.4 Canonical form of infinite gain realization
of a second order band pass filter

:2.1.4 Generalized irnpedance converter method

In this type of realization, the transfer function is partitioned into

RC realizabLe subnetworks connected by generalized impedance converter. Exarnples

,qfor RC-Gyrator and RC-::NIC fnegative inrpedance c'onverter) 'r,ea].izations,o"f second

order low pass filters are given in Fig. 2.5.

Rz

(a) and-.RC=N-rc
order low pass



The technique employed in the realization is in fact RCtRL,deqonposition for
RC-Gyrator type and RC:-RC decomposition for RC¡NIC type. Both methods are

cascade realizations and it should be mentioned that parallel realizations dre

:also possible. The method of deconposition determines the sensitivity of trans- :

fer function to circuit parameters. There are optinal decompositions in both

types which yield ninimum sensitiviries. [3] and I4l.

2.I.5 State variable nethod

This nethod of realization is based on analog sinulation of the transfer 
,

function using integrators, invertors and sunning amplifiers. Thís type of filter
is suitable for high Q realizations and amenable for easy tuning .and low sensitivity.
A large number of active elenents are required and the nonidealness of these amp-

lifiers results ín a moderate frequency response.

The design proceduïe start's rvith determining the signal flow graph of the 
)

transfer function. An exanple of the nethod is given in [5]. The resulting 
I

analog computer simulation can be constructed by means of integrators, invertors

and suruning amplifiers. Figure 2.6 shols the signal flow graph and analog conputer

teaLízatíon for a second order band pass filter; þ = --=+:-_,_V, 2w 2r s+o_+t)
l'o
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Fig.2.6 (a)

(b)

A signal flow graph

An analog-comlluter

o/r's 
+ llQ

(a)

(b)

realizing the second

realization of (a)

order band pass filter

üJ
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2.2 $íngle amplifier reaLization of second order band pass filters

All the previous rnethods of filter realization require at least two operational

amplifiers except the RC-Amplifier coefficient natching technique rvhich,follow.s.

2.2.I RC-Anpl.ifier realizatíon

Different single amptifier struct-ures cân be classi,fieci

(NF) and positive feedback (PF) configurations [6], as shown

2.7 (b).

,as

in

negã.tive ,feedback

Figs . 2.7 (a) and

Fig.2.7 NF(a) and PF(b) eonfigurations .forsingle'amplifier transfer functton
realizations.

Positive feedback filters require a ,I.ow gain amplifier ,âild :ï€sült in high e-
sensitivities, and wide bandwidth. 0n the other hand, negative feedback filters

require hígh gain anplífier and yield low Q-sensitivities and narrower bandrvidth.

In both, NF or PF configurations, the type of RC network enployed, determines the

sensitivity properties of resulting filter

= (K-1) r,

v
o

I
=



L2:

Table I repr:esents the characteristics of the various classes of filters.

Table I

CLASS PASSIVE Q-SENSITIVITIES GAIN-SENSITIVTTY
PRODUCT

IvIAX. ELEMENT SPREAD

NF Low Q2
?

a-

PF
K> I Independent of Q

PF
K=1 Low Q2 Q2

It has beep shown that a better neasure for active Q-sensi'tivities is the Gain

Sensitivity Product cSQ [7] defined as

nô
GSf, = ¡5x

-*
where A is the anplifier'gain and sf;

This measure becornes more nreaningful

extrenely large value of A. This is

Using the definition for sensitivity

(2. s)

is the Q-sensitivity with ïespect to A.
n

when Sf, approaches zero figuratively due to

the case for operational amplifier gain.

(2;6)

of the form

(2.7)

aQ="Q AA

A YA. A

rf c{ is a function of A, then it can be expanded in a Tayror series

''l *! da | +Q(i)=Q(o).o*_5l {.....
^ lf=ol^

Trunca-ting the series after the first t!ì/o terns yièlds

Q(A)=Q.,*QZ
^A

(2.8)
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It is .apparent that Qr and Q, are independent

Calculating the Q-sensitivity rvith respect to

of A and .d:epend only on the netr,lork.

A yields

(a)

Fig. 2.8 (a) Sallen and Key; (b)
of a second order band

(2:9)

(2. 10)

(2.11)

(b)

nu ltiple-feedback realizations

"Q_uA. - 4. Aa=4_
aôAa

-Q2 -Qz/Q'=
A2A

Thus

and

limsf=s
A-+o n

.r1=nrl=-l
which is nonzero.

n
GSY or in general GSP is a well-defined analytical expression irrespective of

,whether A is finite or infinite. Thus ninirnizing GSP optirnizes the sensitivity of

the network irrespective of the sensitivities alone.

G.S. Moschytz and P. Horn [7] concluded that the effect of finite operat,ional

amplifier gain bandwidth product on pole-oo and pole-Q can be expressed in terms of

GSP. This interesting result predicts the high frequency limitations of NF and PF

'confi-gu:iations. Examples of canonic single amplifier NF and PF' realizations are

infinite gain nultiple feedback filter. and Sallen and Key fiLter, respectively,

Figures 2.8(a) and ).8(b) are the realizations of a second order band pass

filter'by these two methods.

Infinite gain
pass filter.

r rr=(l+K)r



L4

'We shall investigate these two 'filters rnore in detail because they form,,an -inport-
ant base for the developnent in Chapter III

2.2.I (a) SaLlen and Key, second order band pass filter

The transfer function of this filter sholn in 2.8(a) can be obtained as

The resonance frequency oo and qua.lity factor Q are

T(S) =

(l)=
o

For equal-R, equal-C, we have

- _ 
Kl/Rr9r

-2.-,1 . I I l-Kr Rl *Rz
s *s(\t. n=E. \q.ñ}-r) + qÇfrq

R? R? clr*E*ç,t.qr-K

V
o

1¡
]-

.u)r ^o= -T' "*, =

*þ, tf, =

.û)
= -r, 't*o= o

sl =-**ñe
"3

Q.r..z)

(2.L3)

(2.r4)

(2.1s)

(2 -16)

(2.L7)

the performance

0)'o

The.trl
o

n=-.RC, a=k
and Q sensitivi.ties are

a).

'*i

'1,

*Q
"c,.

GSQ

(¡) û)

s.o = s"o
"1 "2

5 5^
T-ø\¿"

UJ-ooo,

I-T

=,,T -Èn, rl = z/1 q - t

= *t*a = B/1Q - 8 . ft= sn e (Q>>r)

The effect of finite operational amplifier gain bandwidth product

of this filter is given in t8l. The oro and Q variations are

_ _s8z



(2. rB)

i5
Ao.r -- 0^ 

^o - 
0.

:: = -4{2 #, + = 4'/2 7i 'providecl that 0>>1(r)^ I'rÐ q uD
ç

where GB is the gain bandrvidth product of

llre can also obtain (2.18) by two explicit
Aut^ , 0^r nA=o-rorrcsVl(¡^ 2 GBQ'""K'

U

û)

^o 
-ô++Qô6$

-d- a r$-. 
r*o_+QôGË

the .operational anplifier.

approximation formulas given in tsl

(2.1e)

(2.2o)

The gain sensitivity product for this filter is equal to approxirnately B/2Q

thus

At¡

-=
(¡)

o

û)
o

õE
10o-2?F. . S,n = -4/7

AQ=-¡
a

provided that

û)

= olT o:,

4Qtrro<<GB.

If t¡^ and Q have large values then according to (2.19) , the Q-variation is noto¿.
irr the order of ô but nuch higher. For example, if trio = 10' and Q = 100, then

^oð = 0.055 and -å = .2.
U

The t¡- and Q variations due to operational amplifier finite gain bandrvidth
o

product were shown to be dependent on GB and GSP. Thus for minirnizing these

variations ure require lower gain sensitivity product and a low frequency opeÍation.

Sone of the drawbacks of this filter are the lorv input impedance, high gain at

the resonance frequency and high (passive and active) Q-sensitivities.

The input impedance and gain at resonance frequency are -loxfn.n and Q/1Q-1),' J(¿-

respect.ively. Obviously, this filter is impractical for cascade realization of

high-Q high order filters because of lor,v input impedance and high gain.
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2.2.1 (b)

The

r(s)

For the

0o

,Infinite, gain multiple feedback filter

filter given in Fig. 2.8(b)':has rhe fotloruing

I=F;'

".ul,h. 
fr,s . Rdqq

transfer voltage

V
o

V.
1

(2.2ï)

(2.22)

The û)
o

û)
o

and Q are

_l
r'c1c2RlR2

caseC,=C^=Cwe
t¿

,ryflelq
ñ7\

Q=

have

The sensitivities with respect to passive

active Q sensitivity we substitute the one

amplifier with the gain of A. Figure 2.9

nonideal Op-tunp

(2.23)

(2.24)

elements are low. To find the

pole roll-of,f nodel for operational

illustrates this nodel for the

I - 'rE=.Æ,-* ' Q=i/\
L¿

and Q sensitivities areThe t¡
o

S ,i;=_åû)

^oòn=
"1

1
-jt

(¡)o=
D"1

"Q=-Rl

UJ

t*l =

_snaz t3, = t3, =



T7

r/o (s) = -AVr(s)

Fig. 2.9 One-pole ro11 off nodel for non-ideal operational anplifier

The gain of this amplifier is frequency dependent and equal to A = 
=s 

where
a

GB is the gain bandwidth product and oa is the 3dB down frequency of the

operational arnplifier. GB' can also be'written as GB = AoN", where Ao is the

dc open loop gain. Substituting the one pole roll-off model for the opera-

tional amplífier.in the circuit of,Fig. 2.8(b) yields

-Rtcrsv
o

V.
1

íf

Cr.flRrRrcrcrs2 + f-^; ,

The Q and Q-sensitivity with respect to A are

l---(1*i) IRLR.CLcz

QA
-R rc r+( t.þ (Rrcr+Rrc z*Rtc z)

Cr=Cr=C, nr=+Q2R, then (2.26) reduces ro

(2.2s)

(2.26)

(2.27)
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1B

Qn
rvith sAn =

zi.lz.\

But the GSP is finite as follows

ir A+- + sl^* o

(A+1) (R+r+2q21

lool-ZGB0'

(2.28)

(2.2s)

(2.s0)

.r1 = orþ =
zez a2

(A+1) (A+1+2q2;

and if A+- then

At¡
Â- O-

(¡)
ô

2Q2=-
tr)

%i

rìt
GSÄ_r.. = 2Q

Using (2.19) yields

and l=

Ao ^t¡¡''ì -f I 
^

-: = x--"

'oGB'

'k oq'rþ'
(2 .3r)

If trto and Q have inoderate values then r^re can ignore the teïns containing
)oJ

GB' in AQ/Q and in that case it simplifies to qr$, th,rs

rË= + (2.32)

The GSP for this filter is evidently much higher than that of Sallen

,and Key filter. Hence lower frequency response and higher sensitivity to

operational amplifier parameters are expected. The input inpedance and

gain at resonance frequency are Rr/2(1*j) and. 2Q2 respectively. As in the

case of the Sallen and Key filter, the lorv imput inpedance and high gain

nake this filter inpractical for high Q, higher order realizations.
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2.3 Truo,-amplifier active RC realizations of second order band pass filters

In this section rve consider the canonical netlorks (same number of

capacitors) realizing the second order bandpass filters. We exclucle Gyrator

and FDNR filters because they require buffer anplifiers. Irie have however

includecl RC-NIC realizatíon of the filter because NICs can be constructed

by only one operational amplifier , the second amplifier serves as an isolator.

There are a number of canonical RC two-amplifier realizations for a second

order band pass filter given in t6]. Anong these eight networks, some of

then have low input impedance or hi.gh gain sensitivity product or:high

resistance spread. Excluding those, there remains four networks which are

given in Fig. 2.I0. 
C

I
= +

2r¡ Qo'

\¡.
'l_

lit
o

1-.¡-
=

(b eQ2 -,

IJE- -'
')(a) KrKr=4Q--1, CrRr=CrR,

-F
V.

T

(c)R'=QR,a*=#
o

Fig. 2.I0 Canonical two amplifier band

) R'=R/ß, cR= *%, *r=

iuo
___r r

=

+v

T

(d)d =QR,o

pass filters

1=-o p.c
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2.3a - The filter of Fig. 2.l0(a) haslol Q-sensitivities as rr¡ell as low gain

sensitivity products. Hence it has wide frequency response. Low input

inpedance and high gain at resonance frequency which are -j nr/Q and 2Q2

respectively make this filter impractical for high Q, higher order realiza-

tions "

20

2.3b - The filter in Fig.2.10(b) has

ß is chosen to be 3Q. The gain of

a result the gain is about Q which

be done, independently, consequently

high Q, higher order realizations.

2.3c-2.5d :

high gain sensitivity

this filter is Kr/S or

is high. Tuning of rrro,

this filter lacks the

products unless',

abour sQz/g. As

Q, and gain cannot

practicali-ty in

The circuits in Figs.2.IO(c) and2.10(d) are both RC-L sinulated fitters.
The parts of the circuits enclosed by broken lines simulate inductances.

In Fig. 2.10(c), the input impedance of this port is Q2R2CS or rhe driving point

inpedance of an inductance with ¡ = q2R2C. ïn Fig. 2.lO(Ð the circuit has

an input inpedance of R2cS rvhich sinulates an inductance whose value is R2C.

Because of the passivity of,these filters the, sensitivities are low, The,

maximun gain.is 2. The frequency lirnitations of these filters are the
Ât¡^ __ûJ_ 

^rì 
0^

same as state variable filter, since 
d 

=-# ana å$ =4a G*.

Thus high Q, higher order reaLizations: using these filters are not practical.

.: . :.. at.



CHAPTER III

NEI,'I ACT]VE RC REALIZATIONS OF BA.NDPASS FTLTERS

In this chapter three second order band pass fiÌters are presented.

Tn Section 3.1 a single amplifier realization is considered rvhich is based

on the RC-negative impedance converter technique. Section 3.2 introduces

another filter based on RC-NIC with negative load. Finally, in Section 3.3

a multiple feedback filter is developed rvhich has properties suitable for

high Q, high frequency realizations with reasonable sensitivity.

3.1 RC-NIC band pass filter realizations

For the canonical realization of an RC-NIC type of band pass filter rve

consider the cascade configuration sholn in Fig. 3.1.

ZT

+
V.

RC

Nl
NIC

k

RC

Nz

2

1

+
Yz

..par:rAITletefS rS

Fig. 3.1 Cascade configuration of an RC-NIC filter

The matri,x equation'describing circuit using tr,ans-,miss.ion

t";l - [^' B,l t' '] î, Bl lu.,l

þ;j 
= l.; ',J þ tl þ; í,) 

þ;l
(3.1)



is the transmission matrix for a current inversion negative

z.z(t ol
where | , Ilo -+l

I ¡\l\/
impedance conv

NIC (VNIC) wit

erter (CNIC). Alternately rue could

h rhe transmissio,r *rtrt*f-f, r..]

l_o t

use .a volt,age inver.sri.on

Using the former, one obtains

(s.2)
\/'2
\T't

Networks

1 ñ^
A., A.- ort2
'"-T-

N, and N, are chosen from four possibilities, shown in Fig . S.2.

,dua1

(b)

RC
>q¡ûéÈ--=-

dual

(c)

"Fig. 3.2 Possibte nietworks

(d)

for a.,canoni"ca1 .s,econd o.rder filter

transmission natrices for il..ese configurations in Fig.3.2 ate

(3.3a)

The corresponding

[r.nc' t
LCr L)

f'.* ål

tË ',l
(3. su¡
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-.ål

rl

['
I

þ
(3. 3c)

The negative inpedance converters which can be reaLízed rvith one opera-

tional amplifier are shown in Fig. 3.s

+
u:

þ'l
I r I (3.3d)

LF.t' t 
)

Possible choices for networks N, and N, to yield a second order band pass

filter are the pairs (a,b), (b,a) or'(c,d) in (S.S).

+

Yz

\

(a)

Fig. 3.3 Two realizations

lL=rz
R

\/ --ât¡'2 R¡ 't

(b)
R

Nrcs with k = # (a) cNrc, (b) VNIC
'b

vt

R
a-ç

the RC-VNIC realization we obtain

t"ì [,^, 'l t-å | l^, "] tt,ll_l=lllll
[",l 

- 
[.., ',j L ' ',l 1., ,r) l',j

ïl

Yz=

T=-2

of

For



: !r;.

''.i l-.:

For
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open circuit gain we

,r= ,
vt 

-AtAz= k *Blc2

obtain

¡

The only possible configuration in Fig. 3.2

band pass filter is the pair (c,d) .and as,,a

shown in Fig. 3.4.

(3,4)

for producing a second order

result, .,we have the,netlorks

(a)

(c) (d)

rFi-8. 3.4 :Canonical''RCjNIC realizations 'of 'four second order'band pass filters

The two pr:oposed circuits r,eal,izing the NIC .arle not strictly stable and care

nust be taken to insure proper connections to the subnetworks N, and Nr.

Conditional stability of these circuits is due to the positive feeclback

provided by Ra to the operational anpJ.ifier lpositive terminal in CNTC:and by.

the load in VlrlIC. To avoid instability, the anount of positive feedback
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should be .decreased. This can be achieved bv using;a shoÍt'c,ircuit at the

input port and an open circuit at the output in both ,circuits. For this

reason the input port is called short circuit stable (SCS) and the output

port open circuit stable (OCS) . Due to the stability considerations, the

circuits which are irnplenentabLe are those given in Fig. 3.5.

+
Yz

(")

(c)

Conditional ly

r.-¡/yr/v_{r¡T'1

å

(b)

Rt ct

Fig. 3.5 stat-'Le tealízations of

(d)

the networks in Fig. 3.4

3.1.1 Single

Fron Fig.

anplifier realization

5.5(d), we have

v2=vo -V =\/
o

-R
a

EJÇ
- tt 1

;ç
F.-

a

(3.s)

R
V. = -(1 + -9Jv, =,.a -Cr + þv,otl (3.6)
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Thus the output of th,e operational amplifier: is rproporti'onal

fore we can take the output of the filter from the vo. The

anplif,ier band pass filter. The other circuits horvever need

and as a result they cannot be regarded.as single amplifier

consider the circuit in nore detail.

For the circuit of Fig. 5.s(d), a straightforrvard analysis yields

RrCr+RrCr-å *r.,

26

to V^ and there-
¿

result is a single

a buffer amplifier

fitters. ,l$e shall

(.3.7)

(3 .8)

(3.e)

Yz

-=vr

and since

where.o =.o

R^C- s¿t
RrRrCrCrs- + (RrCr*Ricz-d:zCr)s + I

1

Vo = -(1 * :k)V' we have

v
o*=_

V.
I

11+i KSTË
nzuz qq - k n e-2r' * n¿-qq-

ÆFT

For equal-R, equal-C case,

and their sensitivities are conputed as

ü)(¡0^tr)^r(l)_
sR; = 'ol =';; ';: -å, 

'io= 
o

tfi, -snQz = t3, = -s[, = -Q *

s.$ = r-zq. rhus s$" = -sfu = 1:2Q

'o:¡f'O 1=-
1a--k

fol lows

1

2

Z.
l_

passive element0, where represents every



This filter can be considered as a PF filter

.92

Rrr

"-+nñ--{+
v.

L_

3

With U = 1+k, the Q factor becomes

1t

Fig.3.6 RC-amplifier representation

shown in Fig. 3.6.

of the filter in Fig. s.S(d)

u-1= Tl:î' nence

ârì 1

fi = - (3-o^i (2Q- 1) .

If Q>>1 ttren S.i = -6Q-u
and the gain sensitivity prod.uct (csp)

o
atu- = -6qu = -9Q ð

Q=

SQ
__lt_

It is shown in

uSQ = AS9uA
rhus GSP = -,9Q

By using (3.L2)

amplifier gain

kña
u=Q'

[7] ,ttttt

= GSp

and (2.I9), the oo and Q variations due to

bandwidth product are computed as

for this filter becomes

(3. 10)

(3. 11)

(3.r2)

finite operational
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Atrl ,o , û)

Â = o - -l -o r ¿ q ou = -õ- - -ZõE- . 0 . t-9QJ = *." õF
o

' 
^rì 

.,^ 
(3' 13)

^Q--A=-Lco- -+'' õB'
''' . '' :

.1 .: ì.t:

., 4--:a-, rt,

In terms of sensitivity and gain sensitivity product measures, it is evident

that this filter is superior to Sallen and Key type filter.

The input inpedance and gain at resonance frequency are *-Ct-i) and.:.:.: ¿v
"" 

"' 
cn-l which are roughly comparable to Sallen and Key filter. From the prac-''.': 

.

':',;',,',;,t,,¡',, tical point of vierv, this filter is not suitable for high Q, high order

realizations, because of high gain and high Q sensitivities.

3.I.2 Two-anplifier realizations with minimized sensitivity

Looking back to the other filters given in Fig. 3.5, we notice that

they have sinilar voltage transfer functions and input impedances. There

are several decomposition techniques such as the Horowitz deconposition tS]

that mininize.the pole-Q sensitivity but nevertheless it is greateï than
I(a-ä) [11].

For the three filters in Fig. 3.5, the Q-sensitivities are

sg =t(Q-å z. =Rorc
"i¿-1

nst = zQ-r

ôIs;. =Q.
l_

(3. 14 )

Thus we can neglect the ninimum sensitivity decomposition for these filters,

provided that the .Q-sensitivities do not exceed (a-+). This minimized
rì

value of s)- only applies to passive elements. The Q-sensitivity with
1

respect to conversion factor K is (2Q-1). All these three networks in
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Fig. 3.5 need a buf,fer anplifi:er to avoid the loading effect. ,By assuming

a negative input resistance for the buffer amplifier we may achieve lower Q

sensitivities.

The filt,er in Fig". ,3.'5(b) is anenable ,for this purpose.

shorvs this filter loaded with a negative resistor.

Fig. s .7

Fig.3.7 RC-NIC tealízation of a band pass filter with negative load

The voltage transfer function of this filter is

Y,2 
=vl

RlcIs.ì
(3.$)

i^¡ith

RrRrCrCrs + [(1-RrGg)RrCr + (Rr-KRr)Crls + l-R2cS+KtRtGS

andQ=
( 1-R2G3) RrCr+ (Rr-KRr) Cz

I-RrGr+KRrG,
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The Q sensitiviti.es are-

"Q - 1 (I-R2Gs)Rlcl".r-z-W
'. ;t

,.,,,r';.,r.r':t 
oQ _ 1 (R2-KR1) c2orr-z-W

cQ =t- 
RzGs (c2-Rrcscl)R2"*r-z-264ç;67-W

,'oQ - I KRIG3 (1-R2G3) Rlcr-KRtc2.*r=2"æRæt'R.F,Ç 
@

s$ = -(R2-KR1)G3 
RzGgRrcr*5 @ W=m¡E=

If the resistors.and capacitors are equal valued then

,r=
vl s2+(rr)þ.fu

withtito=F andQ=* .

The ulo and Q sensitivities are

(l)(l)(.t)

r.T = r.l r*o= å'

0^0^11

'*i - o, 'Jl = -å,,.þ - -1, 'i; å,= fu ir o,,r

'3, = -'3r= ,, 'R, 
= r-frQ = ,-o

I
Ret

(3. 16)

(3.17)

(3.18)
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rìq\
"R2

^0
"I¿=

rr;.
l-

I
2*

=-#='-j'df.=rfu.|p=o

lR Q = ] . o. rhus sf_ - -rl" = å * o.

= 0, "r-here Z- ïepïesents-every passf.ve eler¿ent.-l_

load case

t) Lr)

qo=qo"R2 ÏC,

-qQ = *Q"Rz "c2

For the no (Fig. 3:_!!) the trlo and Q sensitivities are

- 2Q-1, thus st = -tl" = 2Q-1.

Comparison of these tv¡o filters results that the Q sensitivity is trowered

by a factor of 2 in the filter shown in Fig. 3.7. Since the buffer effect

is obtained simultaneously with the negative resistance tealization, no

extra cost is inposed. The circuit in Fig. 3.8'having a negative input

resistance serves as the buffer anplifier of gain 2.

R¡

(3. 1e)

(3.20)

û)

t*,

'r,

sl

=r:;=_å

_ _sB, =
I-z

Fig. 3.8 Buffer anplifier
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The complete cifcuit of the ninimized filter is ¡¡iven in Fig. 3;9.

ct

r-l.r

V.
l-

Rt

z.. t-ft

Fi-g. 3.9 RC-NIC realization of
ninimized sensitivity

a second order band pass filter with

Required that: Rt=Pìz=Rg. Rå=\l=Rr=R, \=R(t-å) and Cr=C' then

2/RC sms *m:-s+-72
¡\v 

R-C

r1.
,! L, ,R r-Uõ' ,Rulr.fn tt)o = m = -T- and Q = f_K.

V
o

-=v.
1

z | -R-t"lro a

V
o

V.I

Hence 2Q and (3.2L)

the source resistance R, as shortm in Fig. s.10 it follows that

Rlctt

ttì

With

v
¿̂

-?Vs

+1-R^G-+KR, G-
¿JI5 (s.22)
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SÞ_-Jì/Vì^¡-l
+

v-s

\/'2

-=V
s R2c2 ¡t*RrG (1-K) I s2+ ( t-r+KRsG) RCs+¡ç

Furthermore, the NIC conversion factor K is identicalty unity,

v¿̂s
V ^RG's 2. --s- - I- s-IFTC " t;?

1Þwhereo =i=and0=å-.oRU'Rs

Fig. 3.10 An RC-NIC band pass filter rvith nininized sensitivity, non-
zero source resistance.

For the equal-R, equal-C case, (3.22) is sirnplified as

RCs (3,23)

and r.;e have

(s.24)

(3.2s)

It is now possible to tune oo and Q independently. Easy tuning of Q

is insured because Q is the ratio of two resistors. The input irnpedance and

the gain at resonance frequency are R, and 2Q, respectively.
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The to and
o

fol lorvs

û) 0)t.Ï = t.l

tE,. = -tB,

- o, ril = 6, s'o= .|- *

Q sensitivities are almost the sane as the previous firter as

1

,0'

I
zQ,

ûJ

'*l

'1,

l^toI
7-' .Rl = ãq-'

I-2' sff - -1,
s

= -f -

- \{-

ûJ

"R-
5

qQ
"R2 =1+

1.-

æ

t*o=o-å-hlcQ
2Q, "P

v
o

= _Q,

3

(3.26)

3.1.2.1 Some practical considerations

For the stability investigation under moïe realistic condi.tions we

represent the operational anplifiers by a one-pole roll off nodel as shovrn

in Fig. 3.11.

Fig. 3.11 Filter of Fig. 3.10 using one pole roll off models.

As usually tl-re case, hre assune that the gain bandwidth of the tÌiro Op-Amps

are identical. The transf,er functïon is norv given as

R l';
A.t lR
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\to 2^
v- =';nr2 .

S

RC.s (3.27)

rt.î.f nrclR2c2 '.r*. fur*
moclel of the Op-Amp has

^a ñ^ , [\2*r2
,rrl Kr_.sr. ñÃ;Zl

the gain A which isThe one-pole ro11 off

A.ooa GB^=---=-S+{D s+ U)

where A_ and Q^ are the gain and SdB bandwidth under openoa
and GB is the gain bandwidth product.

With GB>>rottr", the gain nay be approximated

the denominator of (3.27) can be written as

(3.28)

loop situation

arÞ
as A = "" and then

s

4u^2 Bu^2 <4 4r¡^ , r4u^2 tzu^2 ^s ru_ r2u_2 z! = ,.*f . dþ,?- t# rr. å). *+. Cå,F+ rr+ *".;å,f
.åfo+ 1 ' (s'ze)

Neglecting the terms containing

4w37u2
n = --9¡t+Ils +rt+--9ls + r- GB'-Q',r3'-GB',üJ2 a

oo
Since one of the roots is to be

it is reduced to a cubic polynomial of

(3.30)

real rve write

?'
[GB];

s
(Ð^

t-,

1.

D=(s2
(¡).d'

.2 1(¡ó . q-Qr

2 a(1+þ
* 1¡lr)h#'.' +.' -6GB ,å'

(3.31)

(s.32)

By equating (3..31) ,and (3.30) iwe obtain

Ia(t+õ) tå* r =r,-5t
(cn - A- - .t" t' - m-/--z

4 ( 1*!J
and

ol cB

1=-0t¡ ''o
(3.33)
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hrhere *o 
and

Aû)
r. s O
IIO=-=

û)
o

Q-n are the' deviated
1¡l-ûJ

# and ô<<1'

pole-oo and pole-Q.

then fron (3.32) r,rre have

4(1+ ) ( 1+ô) ur*r.r- 
d/ Lr+oju) to

--A-- GE 
o + 1-2ô = l+7 .,

The first term is negligibl'e provided that Q has large value
ûJ.--oo = -J.5 ;;trD

Fron (3'.33) we have

t.
0

4(1. Åa) (t+2ô)

rhatf =F

.1-ô I
f_=_Q'a

û)

-ô+aQ ( r+2ô).fr

1-4Q (1+2ô) oo

and

(3.34)

therefore
(3.3s)

(5.36)

(3.37)

(5. 38)

filter given

û)
o

GE'

GB

üJ
o= 4Q. ;:ñ- ÐlOvl-ded

L]D
that 4Q þ.t.

ïn a more compact

For cornnarison r{e

in sectíon,2.1.5

AQ

a

0o

GB.
A0

a

Âc¡o.-
ûJ

o

forn:

write o
o

and Q deviations of state variable

ü)

-l q, o
^'" GB ' 4Q (5.5e)

It is seen that the frequency linitations of this filter are roughly

comparable to state variabLe filter: Other practical considerations include

Q-sensitivities, gain, input inpedance and ease of tuning. The Q-sensitivities
are relatively hígh and thus a high Q reaLization may not be stable in general,

unless the resistors a.nd capacitors are natched to have the same deviation

rvith respect to temperature,change. The input inpedance is low for high-Q



3.2

Tealizations .and the loadr'ng effect on. the

The gain Ís 2Q. whi ch is too high for high

easy. First we pick values for R and C to

R, to produce the clesired Q. Section 3.4

which indicate the relati.ve ease in rvhich

constructed.

37

.l'operational amplifier may appear.

Q realizations. Tuning is relatively

obtain desired ru and then adiusto-
contains experimental results

a fourth order BP filter can be

feedback Q-nultiplier

is shown in Fig. 3.I2.

diagram of a Q-multiplier

BP filter realization

The.block diagran of

using uositive

a Q:multipli'er

For F(s) =

and constant ß we ha.ve

Fig.3.I2 Block

OJ

h.9sq
26o 2s+-s+û)

F (s)

q

(3.40)

(5.4r)
9:2 

=

",1

(¡

h-9s
q

1 - ßF'(s) ?6ns-+ll-ßh) " s + t.r'q, o

q
l-ßh'where Q = (3.42)
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The 0 sensitivities nith respect to e, ß and h are

The Q sensitivities lvith respect to any other rrarameter: is calculated by

the chain rule

SQ=Qqq

nôrì
SX = S.'< = l! - l.Þnq

sQ=sQ s9=QsQzqzqz

. (3.,45)

(3.44)

where sJ is the Q-sensitivity of the original filter with the quatiry- - -J

factor q with respect to element z. From (3.44), the overaltr Q..sensitivities
ô

are f tines larger than the Q sensitivities in the original circuit without

feedback. By choosing a negative feedback type of filter for F(s) we

obtain lolv o-sensitivities and hence reasonable values for the overall

Q-sensitivities.

A negative feedback type of band pass filter with 1ow sensitivities
and least number of conponents is the "infinite gain rnultiple feedbackr

filter shown in Fig. 2.8(b). since the gain is 2Q2 and high and atrso

the resistance spread is of the same order, thus this filter is inpractical
for high Q, high order realizations. A positive feedback on this filter
helps to overcone this problem as follows.

Using this filt:er in place of rF(s) in Fig . S.LZ we produce the network

given in Fig. 3.1,3
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Fig. 3.13 .Implenentarion of (3.41)

For ideal operãtional amplifiers and equal-C

-RA'

R. +R
l-a

with I
ZõE- c'.I

The ilput'inpedance
R

trequency is =ix.*R '
1A

s2+(1-3h)! r*ro'

jìiìi::L:,iliÏ,r:li;j;i-:ì; iÍi{::ij:ì;:ìì:ìi;.:}:Ì:iÍ:i:¡:1

(3 .4s)

(3.46)
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Vo

-=V.
1

I
9.= zû)=

o

û),on€sq

Rñ7\, ß = o-e- , h =rlf
zq2.

The overall Q is a = ",+Þ" - q
¿ v¡¡ bz}q2

of this filter is R.. The gain

. 2qQ and thus adjustabte by two

at the resonance

resistors R. and R .1a

'The't¡ and

u)

so="R,
I

Q sensitivities are

LÙOT)
^o ^o ^o-P=Þl_=br=-"2 "l "2

I
7
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-rf, = r1

/'\ ^q\--q\=-R -R^
4t

Thus the Q-sensitivities are less

because of the resistance spread

of Q and q horn'ever we may achieve

0=0

.t,f.'

t

n
than :. The value of q cannot be

q

in the l.lFB circuít. hrith a proper

reasonable sensitivity values.

t3,=t3,=tl

and approximate for û)
a

r3,=tl.t3,

tl, =

_a
q

.qq =Q 1=Q
"R2q22q

'3 
= I - '.

(3 .47)

large

choice

3.2.I Some practical considerations

The effect of nonideal operational alnplifiers on

the filter in Fig. s.LS can be investigated by using

rnodels for Op-Amps. As before we write Al(s) = Ar(s)

<<r¡ as A(s) = l. In Fig. 3.I4

the performance of

one-pole ro11 off
GB= AtsJ = ;151 ,

a

rve obtain

(3.48)
\I

o
+=\¡'

- 2ot¡ s'o
u2o- ¿* 
-GBl 

s+ 0oåU ,'*[r+(zq+fþ".tî

Fig. 3.14 One pole ro11 off models implementâtion of Fig. 3.Ls

-AVt Yz
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And also

where

Rf/ /R^ R,//Ri R.//Rf
vl = vi q-.-qzÇ_ . vo n;ffi - AVr qiq?zr; (3 .4e)

allorv cascade

provided that Q

(3. s0)

(3. s1)

(3.s2)

Thê gain of this filter is usually selected to be low to

realizations in which R" is nuch smaller than R, and R*

is relatively high. Simplifying (3.49), we have

RR
v- = "v. +=lv -AV-'1 Ri 'i Rf 'o "'1

or
.R

v- = ,-î r-3 v. +' 3 1+A 'Oi 'i

since ifr=twecan

Râr¡l
R^ 'or '

I

substitute (3.5I) in (3.48) to obtain

2ogo s'oV
o

V.
I ä rt*[r+(2q+ årþil,

J{++= þand ßR'+R"//R, R. "

^ û) u2
'.tå. å - 2ßqools+

'Ra//Ri R"
= RJR-77F. = F-'"f "a" "i "f

2
û)

o

Lf-

The pole location changes when

reflected ínto the new pole-oo

can be written in the form

r = (,r2 * þ' . ,å'lCh.

Op-Anp is used. Tlris change is

The denoninator D of (5.55) -

(3. s3)

a nonideal

and pole-Q.

"2
üJor> - ---v)
(r)r-

o
..:-,j

ì

:

Following the sarne procedure as in section 3.1.2.1, we have



:..a:'1:1::

4Z

ô=
û)r -ü)oo

û)
o

At¡_ o-
ûJ

o
-to . fol

(r)
o

F
(3. s4)

(2Q' ûJo

6' - 1)ô

GR
For Qr <:- v¡hich is usually the case it follows that ôr < ð.

o

These values are satisfactory and thus the filter is suitable for high Q,

high frequency realizations. The feasibility of this circuit is verified

by experinental results for cascade. realizations of fourth order high-Q

BP filters at nedium and high frequencies, which rr¡ill be presented in

the next section.

3.3 Experinental results

Tn this section experimental resutts are given for two fourth order

band pass. filters realized by the circuits in Figs. 3.10 and 3.13 as well

as a second order band pass filter realized by the circuit in Fig. 3.L4.

The specifications for these filters a:re

A - Fourth order BP: Center frequency = 5 kliz

Bandwidth = 250 Hz

¡r=Qt-Q=AQ=aa

B - Fourth order BP:

C - Second order BP:

Pass band ripple

Center frequency

Bandwidth

3 dB naximally f,lat

5

100 Hz

Pass.band ripple = 3 dB rnaximally flat
Resonance frequency = 100 kHz

Quality factor = 10.

ft+.ì.f1": :: -.rF:- " .-, " "-:
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In casc¿rde realization of a fourth order BP filter, tr{o seconcl order

sections have the foltorr,ing tuo and Q 11]

tçhere Q,- = l- fot maximallyIJr /z

frequency. The overall gain

Kr.Kz_-a_T
a*p ô-

rr¡here K, and K, are the gains

flat response, ô =#
nl

(3. ss)

is the center

(3. s6)

subj ected to the laborat:

I^Ie can Calculate

Qr=Qz=QBp

(ù t.6or,2 = Ë [ô
Qsp

\LP
+

and ol
m

3.3.1 RC-NIC

Filter A

or)' test. {Vith

6, Q3p, and f

filter

was realized by

the values of f

oI ,2

at the center frequency is

of each section"

the circuit in Fig. 3.10, and

= 5 ,ldlz and Bltl = 250 Hzñ

QBp = 28.28

f oL,2 = fmllt.018].

Foi the centcr fronrroncv

sections becorne

t'r. = 5.052 kllz

and f 02 = 4.87I 'kliz.

= .05 (3.s7)

resonarlce f:requencíes of ttt,o

Bl{ 250 Hz 1
n=-=-=- 720-m 5.10"H2

&

of 4 .961 kllz, the

(3.s8)
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Assunins C = .01 UF, then from (3.,25J-,we. obtain

,,.,, Rt = 3.267 kç¿, R2 = 3.150 kfl, R. = Il5 fl and R = 111
"I t2

The actual values chosen hrere

R- = R = Rl = R.r = R = 1 kç¿ t .005 kQ and C = 9.7 nF +abab

RZ = 3.25 kCI 1 .05 kCI, Rl = 3:37 kfl t .05 Un, Rsr = ll8

,,::;,i, source resistance) and Or^ = 110 CI. Figure 3.15 shorvs
¿..

for this filter. MCI741C Op-Amps rvere used throughout,.

: Fig-r 3,.15 Four,th order band.pass filter
:.

As caLculated,by (5.56), the overall gain trecomes

^ _2Q.2Q_4
' A(t = --t = 1600 or 64 dBn. tôQl- ô-

which.is relatively large value.
ì.
1.

ù¿.

.05 nF ,

fl(including the 50 ç¿

the resulting circuit

(3. se)
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,:,::.,..:,::; As s.horvn in Fig- 3.16 the experirnental results close'Ly support the; theoretical

prediction, the small discrepancy betrveen the two is due to the noise at the

input.

3.3.2 Q-multiplier filter

::,..:.::::, Trr¡o realizations are given for the circuit of Fig. 3.13. One is a
t.:.1.::::.-".: :'.1:

fourth' order BP with the:specificati.ons given': in Br and the- otlier. a,: second.,

order BP with specifications given in C.

Let us first consider the fourth order BP realization. Since the

'""'"" ^6ñ+er frequency for this filter is 5 kHz and bandrvidth 100 Hz

" Bl\r 100 1 ^^v -';-- - .-- fn 5000 50

Thus fron (3.55)

(3.60)

n =ô =fì =70.7 . (5.61)\1 -,2 -BP

'01 
'2 

.mL^ -
'

, which gives

f-- = 5.035 kHz
UI

f^, = 4.965 kHz (3.62)
u¿

0' = Q^ = 70.7-'...-. .r.-...-r.: \l .<t
.: ,,:,...':'¡;: 

-l '¿

. ,, ,:,., Since trro = 2fu¡-, we nay obtain desired ro by changing q.

If we choose q = 5, then

Ar¡ .^-*o-5AO
,^ = -s 1000 

- -2.5% and ï = .tt* (3.63)
o

From (3.47) rve have

sS =-s:Q =L=7,s3=-sS =9-r=13. (s.ó4)"R2 "Rt 2q ' ' '-Ra -Rf q ^
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For the

q1

and

Q=

The gain

first section, rvith C = IOnF, Rl = 330 Íl and a gain of 5 we obtain

)
= 4qlR, = 30.27 kQ'lr= uqþF = 4'78e

qr
-'--1_
r- 2ßrar

70.7 =

of the section is

and hence RZ

which yields ß, = .02.

5 and hence

= 50 kCI.

a

133

R
4

E.'
L

2qQ = 5 a¡d we obtain R, = 133 R

Assuning R

Elenent

R.
1

R
a

Pr
Rt

Rz

c'

1.k0 then

kQ and R,R.=
1

_þ = 31.14 k.Q,

The actual values of

given in Table

TabLe 2

R, = 50. S kÍì and

the resistors and

First ect]-on

For the second section lrrith the same C, R, and R., we obtain

R. = 137 k.CI.
1

capacitors with their tolerances are

tion
Tolerance

59o

.,01

.01

57o

.01

.05

2.

kn

;kCI

kf¿

nF

t

+

t

+

135 kf¿ I 133 kCI

lkf¿ I rtsl

42.33 k{¿ I +S tn

330 f¿ | 330 CI

28.40 ks? | 29 .67 kQ

10.8 nF I to.8 nF
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The actual capacitances are larger than the nöninal value and consequently

the value of the resistor R, in the two sections is snaller to yield tlo.

'Snaller R, corresponds to-,smaller q and smaller,.ß and as a result Rf

decreases. The gain of this filter at the center frequency is

47

^ - 
KtKz 

- 
KtKz 

- 5x5 - r,, tr ^- â1 ^ JD4,,, =#- 2 - Z -,2.5or21.9d8. (3.65)*o 
Q'ô' 

t '

Fig. 3.17 confirms the close agreement betleen the experinental and

theoretical curves

. The neasured gain at an output of 7 volts peak to peak, is 21.2 dB

which closely agrees rvith the calculated value. The limitation on the

maxirnurn output voltage is inposed only by tlie slerv r.ate of ,the operational

amplifier and the frequency of the operation. From

t¡ V_ - _- = SR (3.66)
max

we have

V- -- = 15.9 volts for SR = 0.5 V/Us
max

With 115 volt power supplies, the maximum output rvithout distortion was .

measured to be 28 volts peak to peak, which confirms (3.66). Thus a good

dynanic range is provided.

The second filter of interest is filter C, rvhich is a second order

band pass filter centered at a frequency of 100 kHz rvith a Q of 10.

We start the design with the calcul,ation of ,roo and Q deviation .due'to GB .of

the Op-Ann. From (3.55) and(3.56),we have

2ü)- . (,

+ar+ (2q+àcË
-o

and
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(s.67¡
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(l)o/GB

'û)
t+ (2q+ ar)CË

r¡ /trrtoo-ar-
l'ì1*o

-_+-- A GB.

We

1 ûJn
L+(2q+ A)õ

For a typical operational amplifier
A

GB is 2n 10" rad/s, and hence

have

oJr È
o

u)O=fì1
GB

The nininurn value

factors for t¡ and
o

Ii-ke 74I, the gain bandwidth product,

ûJ
o

*!ir.2n
q

forq= 1- ana

'Æ,

(3. 6B)

thus 'the minimun deviationof 2q

Q are

û)r -û)oo
(¡)_'*o

and

9'-Q = -
a

respectively.

In order

Q to IL2 kJHz

With C = 1.45

-A- .72 (5. 6e)

.065 , (3. 7c)

to circunvent the above deviations we nay preadjust uro and

and 10.7, respectively.

nF in (3.48) and (3.49) we calculate

R1 =

R2=

and ß=

dr- = 68o Q'

+q2Rr = 1360 CI,

å Ct- gJ = 0.e3.
2q- x



. -+g

R

Since ß= É, we assign R, = I kfl ancl obtain Rf = 1.075 kQ.

For R, = 9.86 kQ, the,;gain becomes.1.4. The slew rate'effect for this

filter is very important. According to (3.66) the maxirmrm undistorted

output is 0.8 volt. Since the approximation in (3.52), that Ra<<Rf, is

no longer valid'then for the desired Q.value of 10 R, becones 978 fl.

The neasured peak frequency with the Q of 10 is 99.8 kHz. The gain is 1 - l.

Fig. 3.18 illustrates both the theoretical and experimental curves with

good agreement

The following equipments were used for the measurements of the filter

characteristics -

Digital multineter

i Orcilloscope
i_i tunctlon generator

i rtequency counter

Dual power supply

Tektronix

Hewl ett-Packard

Tektronix

Advance Instruments

Tektronix

DMSO2

T22OA,

FG5OI

TC9A

PS5O3A
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CHAPTER IV

COi\CLUSIONS

Three second order RC--active band pass filters haye been presented

The single anplifier realization, v¡hich is based on RC^V^lrlIC technique for

transfer function realization is superior to well known Sallen and Key

filter in terms of the lorver Q-sensitivities, higher frequency response and

lower number of conponents. The'seconð, realization using two operational

anplifiers has inproved Q-sensitivities in comparison to the original RC-NIC

realization. This is achieved by assigning a negatíve resistance for the

requiredbufferStage.Thisschemecontrivesforthebufferamp1ifierto

play double roles. The third realization which is a nultiple feed back filter

also uses twooperational anplifiers. Reasonable Q-sensitivity, high frequency

response, independent tunability of oo, Q, Rirr, and gain, arê anong the 
i

promínent features that nake the high Q, high orCer band pass realizations 
1

practical. The experimental results are provided to illustrate the feasibility

of the third filter, for high Q, high order and high center frequency band

pass realizations.
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